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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to this report submitted by the church’s Strategic Planning Task Force 
to the Session of Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church.  A member of the 
Evangelical Covenant Order of Presbyterians, Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church 
is a flourishing church located in the rapidly growing “Grand Strand” coastal 
region of South Carolina.  

A Strategic Planning Task Force was established by the Session in 2016 to 
consider and make recommendations to help grow and guide the church over the 
long term, helping Session plan for the future by recommending steps that will 
help sustain the flourishing nature of the institution.

The primary purpose of this document is to present Session with practical, 
actionable recommendations that facilitate pursuit of the church’s mission and 
vision, and that enable ongoing, long term church growth.  This document also 
contains reference data in the Appendix used by the Task Force in its process of 
strategic analysis, forecasting and making recommendations to Session.

The strategic nature of the Task Force’s work and resulting recommendations 
cannot be overstated.  In all its work the Task Force has taken the “long view” 
and considered the implications of its decisions and recommendations not only 
on the church as it is known today, but also on the church we desire to leave as a 
legacy to future generations.  It is axiomatic to the Task Force’s thinking that all 
current members desire that ODPC continue as a healthy, flourishing church, and 
that all members genuinely want to leave a church to our posterity that is better 
in all regards than the church we are part of today.

Thus, an overarching objective of the Task Force has been to ensure not just the 
viability of Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church, but to ensure that as Christian 
individuals and as a local church body, that ODPC is well equipped to pursue its 
mission with effectiveness and impact, and in a manner that will stand the test of 
time.

The Task Force has prayerfully studied these matters for several years before 
arriving at the recommendations presented herein. The reader should know that 
the Task Force is unanimous in making these recommendations.  The Task Force 
examined a substantial quantity of factual data prior to considering what 
recommendations to make to Session.  The Task Force has considered various 
aspects of historic and current ODPC practices. The Task Force has studied US 
Census demographic data, and other information for North Myrtle Beach and 
surrounding communities to understand the changing nature of the local 
communities we serve. We have examined the church’s membership data, 
attendance trends, and its many missions to understand the role the church plays

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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 in the local community and beyond.  

The Task Force has used this wide range of information to make projections and 
trend assessments.  While only God knows the future, the Task Force believes it 
prudent and within the scope of its work to consider and understand understand 
the implications of continued membership growth on the long term future the 
church.

People with pastoral, planning, architecture, financial management, data 
modeling and analysis, technical, and executive management skills have 
participated on the Task Force. Some on the Task Force are former or current 
Session members, as well as staff members. Collectively the Task Force possess 
a detailed understanding of the church, its mission, history and operations.

This report will look at how God is growing and blessing ODPC, and at what 
sorts of challenges are ahead.  The report will review the solutions the Task 
Force has considered to address these challenges, and present Session with 
recommendations the Task Force believes are critical to the future of the church 
and its mission. 

The Task Force’s first activity was to consider ODPC’s mission and purpose – 
the vision that drives the church forward.  The Task Force believes that the 
mission and purpose of the church provides a timeless context and framework 
that guides ODPC into the future.
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MISSION

The Lord gives the church a timeless mission in the Scriptures ~ a mission and 
purpose that is specific.  In this report the Task Force wants the reader to be clear 
about what God calls all of us as followers of Jesus Christ to do, and ODPC 
institutionally as a people of faith who have banded together in pursuit of this 
common mission and purpose.   

In simple terms, the mission characterizes what the Lord commands us to do as a 
church body.  The historic and well known Mission Statement of Ocean Drive 
Presbyterian Church is:

“To Glorify God and Make Him Known.”

Most church members and regular attendees are likely familiar with this ODPC 
mission statement.  This is an overarching statement of life long intent applicable 
to each and every Christian, and corporately to ODPC as an institution. The Task 
Force believes that ODPC has a long history of consistently pursuing this 
mission, and that this mission should continue to serve as a guidepost far into the 
future.

The wording of ODPC’s mission statement is rooted in what is commonly called 
“The Great Commission” given to the church by Jesus Christ in Matthew 28:18-
20, where the Scripture says: 

“Then Jesus came to them and said, ‘All authority in 
heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go 
and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 
and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded 
you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the 
age.’ ” (NIV)

The ODPC Mission statement wording is also rooted in what is known as “The 
Great Commandment” given by Jesus in Matthew 22:37-39 where He said:

“ ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all 
your soul and with all your mind.’  This is the first and 
greatest commandment.  And the second is like it: ‘Love 
your neighbor as yourself.’ ”  (NIV)

Within this context, what is God’s vision for ODPC?  In simple terms, we are to 
be followers of Jesus Christ and live joyful lives in response to God’s 
forgiveness, mercy and grace.  God calls on all of us to reach people in our 
community with the Gospel.  As Jesus said, we are to “make disciples.”  This 

OVERARCHING
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means we are to minister to the needs we see around us, putting others in a 
higher regard than ourselves, to love people as they are, right where they are, and 
share the love of God thru Jesus Christ.

Doing these things far into the future as a church body of course is the challenge. 
And the starting point as we look forward is Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church as 
it exists today.
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OVERVIEW

ODPC is an active, flourishing congregation, engaged in worship, prayer, 
fellowship, and dozens of ministries and outreach activities.  These ministries 
serve the needs of our congregation, the needs of North Myrtle Beach and area 
communities, and beyond.  These ministries are an obvious indication of actions 
that we take together in pursuit of the church’s mission.

ODPC is also growing in terms of membership numbers. It is also growing in 
terms of attendance at worship services and other events.  The Task Force 
believes this growth is an indication of God’s blessing on ODPC as we pursue 
the church’s mission.

We are adding new members to the rolls.  The Task Force does not have 
empirical data that attributes ODPCs recent growth to specific factors, and our 
scope of work was not to study such things. Having said this, God is clearly 
active and at work in and through our church because of our central ongoing 
focus on the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  

The nearly unanimous 2016 vote of the congregation join to ECO has positioned 
ODPC as seen by outsiders and visitors, as an “evangelical” church. ODPC’s 
approach to performing its mission closely matches that which is espoused by 
ECO.  We are seen by many as a “Bible-believing” church, as a church that is 
unwavering in its commitment to the reality, beauty and truth of the Gospel 
message. This ongoing commitment to the Gospel is a magnet that attracts 
people.  As Jesus said in John 12:32   “And I, when I am lifted up from the 
earth, will draw all people to myself.”

GOD IS
BLESSING

ODPC
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ODPC MEMBERSHIP GROWTH

From 2014 to 2017 ODPC grew from 687 to 773 members, a 3 year increase of 
13%, and the Task Force anticipates that the church’s membership growth will 
continue for various reasons. These reasons include the church’s ongoing focus 
on the Gospel and its purpose of reaching people with the good news of Jesus 
Christ, along with the current and ongoing projections regarding population 
growth in North Myrtle Beach and surrounding communities, as well as the 
perception that ODPC’s many mission and outreach functions are a real 
expression of genuine, authentic Christianity.

As the church membership rolls grow, ODPC is taking steps to connect new 
members to others in our community of believers to build relationships through 
fellowship, to provide discipleship opportunities, and to engage new members in 
various ministry opportunities.

The Task Force also measured a high rate of growth in Sunday worship services 
attendance since joining ECO, but noted that attendance has stopped growing at 
the 9:30 service as depicted below.  

Figure-1

Figure-1

This report will delve into the specific implications of this in a few moments.

ODPC
GROWNG

FASTER
THAN

NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH
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ATTENDANCE
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AREA POPULATION GROWTH

Anyone familiar with North Myrtle Beach knows all about recent growth. The 
increasing year round traffic congestion is obvious to most people. Most 
members are well aware of the explosion of construction and new housing that is 
underway.  

US Census data for North Myrtle Beach indicates a rapid population growth in 
the city of North Myrtle Beach. Between 2010 and 2015 the population of the 
city mushroomed by an amazing 12.9%, making North Myrtle Beach part of one 
of the fastest growing areas in the nation.  This is depicted in Figure-2.

Figure-2

According to the US Census, the population data represents permanent year 
round residents. It does not include snowbirds, seasonal visitors and vacationers.  
Seasonal shifts are clear to those who live here and they help drive the thriving 
local economy, and ODPC experiences related variations in attendance during 
Sunday worship services.

While there is no published US Census data subsequent to 2015, the Task Force 
has no reason to think that the growth of North Myrtle Beach is slowing.  Other 
sources of population data used by the Task Force, such as that provided by 
Location, Inc. confirm the Task Force’s assessment that the city continues to 
experience ongoing, rapid population growth.

GRAND
STRAND

GROWTH
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Next, the Task Force examined North Myrtle Beach’s age demographics, also 
using US Census data.  Some of the Task Force’s findings were expected, but 
there were some surprises in the data that we had not anticipated that have 
impacted the Task Force’s recommendations.

Figure-3

While the Census data does not articulate detailed occupational pursuits of the 
population, the Task Force believes the over-65 demographic primarily 
represents people who have “retired” to North Myrtle Beach.  Like those on the 
Task force, this is likely what most ODPC members pre-suppose about the 
demographic composition of the city ~ that it is a delightful seaside “retirement” 
community.  

The data shows that along with the over-65 population, there is a very significant 
population in the 18 to 65 age demographic.  In North Myrtle Beach as of 2015, 
there were more than twice as many people in the 18-65 bracket than in the over-
65 bracket, and this was something of a surprise to the Task Force members.

And this demographic norm is not specific to North Myrtle Beach. The Task 
Force reviewed US Census data for Little River and other nearby locales served 
by Ocean Drive Presbyterian Church and observed high rates of population 
growth all around us with similar age demographics. 

According to the church membership database, the number of members residing 
in Little River are second only to the numbers of North Myrtle Beach residents. 
The implication is that ODPC is drawing significant numbers of members from 
outside the city limits of North Myrtle Beach.

UNEXPECTED
DEMOGRAPHIC

SURPRISE
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Little River’s 5 year growth from 2010 to 2015 was 11.0%.  Of great interest to 
the Task Force however was another fact:  Since 2105 more than 3,500 permits 
have been issued by Horry County in Little River for various types of residential 
housing.  If construction continues on schedule, it is the Task Force’s projection 
that by the end of 2020, the population of Little River might grow by a whopping 
30% from 2015 through 2020, resulting in a population that equals or surpasses 
that of North Myrtle Beach.

Figure-4

While the Task Force did not think it necessary to present the data in this report, 
similar sorts of significant population growth is taking place all across ODPCs 
coastal market area.

The Task Force has no data that indicates what portion of the population is 
Christian. But the Task Force members generally believe that many people 
moving to the area have no religious affiliation.

In terms of ODPC’s capacity to reach people with the good news of Jesus Christ, 
it is clear to the Task Force that ODPC has a large opportunity in terms of 
Christian witness, as well as challenges of reaching out with the Gospel given 
the sheer numbers of people in the burgeoning local population base.
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Of particular interest to the Task Force was data that indicates ODPCs 
membership demographics are not proportional to the age demographics of 
North Myrtle Beach and adjacent communities.   The data shows that ODPC’s 
demographics are strongly weighted to an over-65 demographic. 

As depicted in Figure-5, the Church’s membership for this bracket are 
approximately double that of the local community. In the 18 to 65 bracket 
ODPC’s membership is proportionally less than half that of North Myrtle Beach.

Figure-5

If ODPC’s membership numbers were proportional to the local population, with 
an over-65 base of over 700 member there would be well over an additional 
1400 church members in the under 65 age brackets. 

ODPC
VERSUS

NORTH MYRTLE
DEMOGRAPHICS
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The obvious implications to the Task Force are that ODPC has an older 
membership population and does not have members in proportion to the local 
community.  This became very obvious when the Task Force examined an even 
more granular breakdown of ODPC’s membership data as shown in the 
following figure.

Figure-6

Of significance to the Task Force was detailed age related data showing that 
ODPCs membership is substantially composed of a 70 and 70+ population. The 
church rolls are lacking members in the younger generations, particularly in the 
age brackets associated with families with children, youth and college age 
dependents.  

From the perspective of the Strategic Planning Task Force, this poses questions 
that are critical to the survival of ODPC as an institution:   While we have a 
growing membership and attendance today, if we do not attract younger 
members during the next 20 years, who will our church be? Do we intend to pass 
the faith on to a currently younger population? If we do not, could ODPC 
gradually diminish as an effective institution?  To the Task Force the question 
was simple:  What is the legacy of our current church population? 

As the Task Force considered this, it became clear that we needed to understand 
what sort of constraints might affect our responses and recommendations. 

But it must be clearly stated that it is the Task Force’s assumption that ODPC’s 
congregation does indeed want to leave a flourishing, growing church to its 
posterity – to the generations that follow us – however this an assumption that 
may need further validation as to how widely held this perspective is held.

ODPC
AGE

DETAILS
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CONSTRAINTS

One of the primary things the Task Force kept in sight, is that ODPC is limited 
by how many people can be on the campus property at any moment in time.  The 
campus is located in a residential area of North Myrtle Beach, and is effectively 
landlocked with no recourse to add additional substantial acreage to the church 
property. 

There are only so many square feet, so many acres of land, so many parking 
spaces, so many classrooms, so many seats in the Sanctuary and so on. No 
matter the yardstick that might be applied to the facilites, Ocean Drive 
Presbyterian Church has real-world capacity limitations. 

It cannot be stressed enough that these physical property and facility related 
limitations will constrain ODPC’s growth if the church remains tied to only 
using its current campus facilities.

Before going into specifics, it should be stated that the Task Force believes one 
of the most important aspects for moving forward in the near- to mid-term is to 
use all of ODPCs facilities more efficiently. This efficiency in turn enables us to 
reach and serve more people in Christ’s name before the overarching capacity 
limitations of our property and facilities inhibit future growth.

PARKING

One of ODPCs primary constraints is parking.  With the recent addition of the 
portico behind the church, the parking capacity has been reduced to 341. It is 
likely that this number will drop by one additional parking space to 
accommodate the Westminster Preschool playground renovation that is nearing 
completion.  Of these, 30 spaces are set aside for handicapped parking purposes.

This leaves us with 311 “regular” spaces.  At 2.1 people per car, this means we 
can have 653 people on the property at any moment in time (plus handicapped 
individuals). 

This is before resorting to unusual and sometimes inconvenient parking 
practices, such as:  (a) running a shuttle bus for off-site parking, (b) parking on 
roadside dirt, (c) parking on the sidewalks, or (d) parking in front of our 
neighbor’s homes.  Some of these are things the city and our neighbors might not 
appreciate. 

ODPC
IS

LAND
LOCKED

370
PARKING
SPACES

ARE
POSSIBLE
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In researching this data with the ODPC Property Team, the Task Force learned 
that with some modification to the parking lot layout, movement of soil and 
curbing, and reductions to parking area landscaping, the total number of parking 
spaces might be increased to a potential total of 370 parking spaces.  Even with 
such reallocation of property for increased parking space capacity, we would 
likely not be able to easily exceed 775 people on the campus at a time.

Of note, parking congestion is sometimes caused on Sunday mornings if there is 
insufficient time between services. Allowing sufficient time between services 
does enable more people to attend a particular worship service.  Easter Sunday is 
an example with approximately 900 people on-site at one time to attend 2 
concurrent worship services, albeit with additional street parking being used. 

Even with measures that maximize parking, there are practical limits to how 
many people can be on-site at any given time because of ODPC’s Sanctuary 
seating capacity. 

SEATING

How many people can be seated in a single worship service is another constraint 
the Task Force evaluated.  In ODPC’s occupancy permits, we are allowed to seat 
537 people in the Sanctuary, and 250 in the Lyerly Family Life Center.  Actual 
sanctuary seating capacity of 528 (10 people per pew) is slightly less than that 
permitted by fire code.  So in situations where adequate parking exists, for 
Sunday worship purposes there is a specific limit on how many people can be 
seated.

It is a key consideration, that the real world seating capacity is less than the 
above maximums because of what is commonly known as the 80% rule.  

THE 80% RULE

The reader should understand that the 528 maximum seating capacity in the 
Sanctuary represents a situation where EVERY seat in every pew is filled to 
capacity.  

Practical experience at churches around the nation has long proven that the 
actual numbers that can be seated is less than the theoretical maximum .  

80% occupancy of the seating capacity is an accurate number to use for actual, 
practical maximum seating capacity.  At 80% seating capacity, it is possible to 
seat individuals, but it becomes difficult to seat families. It is difficult to find 
locations with multiple adjacent seats as occupancy reaches 80%.

THE
80%

RULE
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The result is that in 2018, families are frequently walking out the door at the 9:30 
service because they can’t find a place to sit together.  Growth at the 9:30 service 
has in fact leveled off because of this.

Fortunately, ODPC has options to address this. An example that is already 
underway is the low cost “refurbishment” of Woodrum Hall (e.g., the choir 
room).  At a low cost, this space has been converted into a “multi-purpose” 
facility. ODPC now uses it as a worship overflow room, as a larger classroom, 
while continuing to use it for choir rehearsal and other purposes.

But an overflow scenario where people watch worship services on a projection 
screen is not ideal. It is necessary given the sanctuary’s seating capacity 
limitations – but is not ideal and will not appeal to some.

STRATEGY OPTIONS TO 
INCREASE CAPACITY

In terms of the strategy being recommended by the Task Force to Session, the 
options to enable continued membership growth and accommodating increasing 
numbers of people in worship services are simple and clear:

• Do Nothing
• Use Facilities Efficiently
• Capital Campaign / Redevelop the Campus

Of these options, the Task Force believes ODPCs short-term to mid-term 
strategy moving forward is to use church facilities more efficiently and more 
wisely until such time as such measures no longer facilitate ongoing church 
growth.  Following is the Task Force analysis of these options:

DO NOTHING

The first option is to do nothing.  The Task Force did consider that some 
individuals might be content with ODPC as it is, and that such individuals might 
resist change in their desire to preserve ODPC as they currently experience it.  
Some in the congregation may not be aware of overcrowding in the 9:30 
contemporary service, or that families are routinely walking away from the 
church, etc., or be motivated by these facts. Some who are not strongly tied to 
the church or only attend infrequently may not be as motivated by ODPC’s 
mission and might be content with the church as it is today.

However, it is the Task Force’s perspective that if we do nothing, people will 
come and not find a parking spot and leave. Or they will leave if they can’t be 
seated. Or leave if they don’t want to watch things in an overflow setting. As 
previously articulated in this document, the Task Force does not recommend a 
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“do nothing” approach, as it does not enable the mission of the church into the 
future.

Further, the Task Force believes that doing nothing will lead to a widespread 
reputation in the local community that will cause people to seek out churches 
elsewhere.  The Task Force unanimously believes this is not something that God 
is calling us to, and thus the Task Force rejects such an approach, but cautions 
the reader that some in the congregation may not ascribe to this.

FACILITIES EFFICIENCY

In the near- and mid term, efforts to use the church facilities more wisely and 
efficiently point to starting a 3rd worship service, which is recommended by the 
Task Force.  In addition to a 3rd worship service, the Task force recommends 
changing worship service start times to reduce or eliminate parking congestion. 

Also, as time goes by and to the reasonable degree necessary to alleviate parking 
or other congestion, the Task Force recommends that ODPC consider limiting 
various activities that are held concurrent to the highest attendance worship 
services, by moving them to other time slots or to off-campus locations.

CAMPUS REDEVELOPMENT

The hardest thing is to redevelop the campus, although this option was 
considered by the Task Force. The purpose of redeveloping the campus would be 
to change the property such that current limitations are substantially removed 
enabling ODPC to continue growing unfettered. Such redevelopment might 
include constructing a parking garage, building a large sanctuary, and so on.  
Projects of this scope would generally suggest a capital campaign of 
considerable scale to facilitate substantial increases in parking and seating 
capacity. It is a significant and time consuming process to raise the substantial 
sums that would be needed to redevelop the campus, and would involve a 
lengthy construction process.  These have profound logistics implications. What 
would we do for parking and seating and overcrowding prior to and during the 
fundraising and construction period?

In the long term – the Task Force agrees with and recommends ECO’s simple 
and biblical approach to sustaining church growth as related to facilities. The 
ECO approach to growth is multiplicative rather than additive in terms of church 
growth, and is based on clear, well proven biblical methods.  In essence this 
approach is to use our facilities as efficiently as possible, and get as much out of 
the church property as it exists today as is reasonably possible, while planning 
for and then opening a satellite location or starting a church plant, which in turn 
will grow and eventually plant other churches or open additional satellite 
locations of their own.

A COSTLY
OPTION
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THREE EFFICIENCY STAGES

ODPC’s 9:30 am Sunday service is already hovering at 80% capacity.  This is 
with extra chairs in the center aisle.  This summer, with vacationing visitors and 
CRU in attendance, ODPC is being stretched.  

Many who attend the 11:00 service already know that with Sunday School, 
Fellowship, Youth and Children’s programs, some people do not empty their 
9:30 parking spaces fast enough to make room for 11:00 arrivals. Thus we end 
up with people leaving or driving around waiting for parking spaces to open up.  
On occasion it’s something like Christmas at the shopping mall.  The Task Force 
recommends Session address this before a negative reputation develops and 
spreads in the community that says: “Go somewhere else, there’s no way to get 
in at ODPC…”  To this end we recommend a 3 stage approach.

STAGE 1 – REFURBISH WOODRUM HALL

Stage 1 is already underway and enables us to seat more people for worship 
purposes in Woodrum Hall.  Overflow seating is not ideal, but it does help open 
up seating in the sanctuary in the near-term, and we are doing it quickly and at 
low cost.

STAGE 2 – ADD A 3rd WORSHIP SERVICE

The next stage is to start a 3rd worship service. This document will go into some 
detail on this recommendation.  

But assuming continued church growth, ODPC will again come to a point where 
it will saturate available seating capacity. Once a 3rd service fills to 80% or 
ongoing parking congestion develops, please keep in mind that the ability to add 
more services will likely be limited for multiple reasons as explained in a few 
moments. 

So at some point the Task Force believes that ODPC will be forced to embrace 
ECO’s vision of opening satellite locations or establishing church plants to 
facilitate long term “multiplicative” growth.  This Task Force has not looked at 
the logistics or costs associated with this, but planning for long term church 
growth and expansion in this way needs to get underway so that by the time 
ODPC again approaches 80% of the maximum seating capacity or runs out of 
parking spaces, the church will be fully prepared to continue growing and 
spreading the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  

The reason a 3rd service is currently essential is that is spreads the load on our 
facilities and avoids constraining bottlenecks at low cost.  It’s all about using the 
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campus efficiently, and the Task Force believes this approach is viable.  

Such methods are common practice in other area churches and in all sorts of 
businesses. This is why grocery stores have more than one checkout lane, and 
open more and more registers as things get busy.  They want to keep the time 
waiting in line down to something reasonable. The premise is to provide more 
capacity and avoid congestion caused by a peak load.  A 3rd service is our 
version of adding extra capacity at low cost and with minimum hassle.

The Task Force considered where to physically locate a 3rd service.  Our 
recommendation is to add a 3rd service in the Sanctuary for the following 
reasons:

• The Sanctuary has twice the seating capacity of the Lyerly Family Life 
Center. So from this perspective alone, it is a better facility and enables 
the church to accommodate more people on Sunday mornings.

• In terms of capital cost, the Sanctuary is already well equipped for 
worship.  Organ, Grand Piano, along with praise team equipment, audio, 
video, lighting, and projection systems are already in place. So the capital 
cost is negligible, and only entails modest recurring/operating costs.

Conversely, Lyerly offers less than 50% of the Sanctuary’s seating capacity. 
ODPC would also incur one-time capital as well as recurring weekly costs to use 
Lyerly as a regular weekly worship venue.  At its core, Lyerly was designed as a 
gymnasium, replete with basketball hoops, a basketball floor, bright overhead 
lighting, cinder block walls, a noisy HVAC system, and so on. The room was not 
designed or envisioned to be used as a regular weekly worship venue.  

The HVAC system would need rebuilding or a drop ceiling added to muffle the 
“rattle / bang” when the HVAC system turns on so as to not disrupt worship.  
The Task Force assumes the church will want continue to use Lyerly as a multi-
purpose facility, continuing to use it to host Hopes Kitchen, fellowship events, 
church dinners, the men’s prayer breakfast, memorial service receptions, for use 
by the NMB Children’s Theater at ODPC, daily use by Westminster Preschool 
children, and so on. 

Because of the ongoing multi-purpose role of the room there would be a weekly 
requirement to set-up and tear-down for Sunday worship purposes.  The sheer 
physics of a weekly load-in and load-out procedure would preclude holding 
other events in Lyerly on Saturdays or Mondays, and it would place a large 
workload on a relatively small church staff.

So the Sanctuary is clearly the optimal location for a 3rd worship service. It can 
meet today’s additional seating demand for contemporary style worship, and 
offers the best way forward when it comes to alleviating seating and parking

EXPAND IN THE
SANCTUARY

LYERLY
IS 

SMALL
AND

COSTLY
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constraints at low cost.

The next aspect considered by the Task Force was when to hold a 3rd service. 
Options considered by the Task Force included: weeknights and Sunday 
mornings. An additional Sunday morning service can be accomplished in one of 
two ways.  A 3rd service that runs simultaneous to one of our current sanctuary 
services, much like Easter — or we can have 3 services in consecutive order. 

The Task Force eliminated the weeknight worship service as an option rather 
quickly because it doesn’t facilitate ongoing long term growth.  The Task Force 
did not come up with any strategic reasons to have a 3rd worship service on a 
weeknight.  It is likely to be mostly attended by the faithful few. We do not think 
it will pull people away from Sunday morning in sufficient numbers to alleviate 
the current parking and seating congestion. 

On the negative side, many of our musicians are professionals who work 
evenings and are not available.  Also, families are trying to get the kids to do 
their homework or get the young ones to bed, and thus are not likely to attend.

To be clear about this, the Task Force does believe ODPC should hold evening 
programs for other purposes – but not for a regularly scheduled weekly worship 
service with a purpose of alleviating Sunday overcrowding.

In recommending a 3rd Sunday morning worship service, the Task Force also 
recommends that the reader understand that the timing of the services start and 
end times is also very important.  Today, there is sometimes a parking shortage 
between services.  In adding any 3rd service it is essential to provide sufficient 
time between services so that arrivals for the next service can find places to park. 
So for parking efficiency, our recommendation is to start a 1st service at 8:30am, 
with a middle service starting at 10:00am, and another service starting at 
11:30am.

Because the existing 9:30 contemporary service is already hovering at 80% 
capacity and has “saturated” the facility for nearly a year, the recommendation of 
the Task Force is to add another contemporary style service to alleviate 
congestion.  There are only so many ways to do this.  Two contemporary 
services, followed by a traditional. Two contemporary services with a traditional 
in the middle time slot, or a traditional service followed by two contemporary 
services.  

All of these require institutional and personal change, which is always difficult.  
Let’s look at each of these options and then we will present the Task Force’s 
recommendation.

Option 1 is to add an early contemporary service, followed by a 2nd 
contemporary service and then a traditional service.  This approach is similar to
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what we do today, with an earlier contemporary service added.  The Task force 
looked at the plus and minuses of this option.

When looking at the feasibility of this option, it became clear that it is nearly 
impossible to make this work for several reasons. ODPC’s contemporary 
musicians are mostly professional musicians.  They work late on Saturday 
nights, and sometimes into the early hours of Sunday morning.  It is already 
difficult for them to be here for a 7:45am to 8:00am rehearsal.  An earlier 8:30 
service start time would move rehearsal up to 6:45am to 7:00am, which is 
problematic at best.  The tech team would need to be here at 5:45am to get 
equipment turned-on and run the usual sound and equipment checks prior to 
rehearsal.

An 8:30am service is also difficult for families with children.  Getting kids up 
early is hard.  Then there’s the process of feeding them, washing up, getting 
them dressed, and then packing up the kids into the car.  And remember the 
changing demographics of NMB, and the church’s purpose to is to reach all of 
NMB with the gospel and make disciples.  It is the Task Force’s view that an 
early contemporary service would be lightly attended by the younger family 
demographic, and would do little to alleviate the seating and parking issues 
currently impacting us.  

Of note, other churches in the local area who have added a 3rd service have also 
rejected adding an early contemporary service for exactly these and perhaps 
other reasons as well.  Examples include Ocean View Baptist Church and 
Barefoot Church.

For discussion purposes we have an option to have an early contemporary, then a 
traditional, and then another contemporary service.  This has all of the same 
problems, plus the logistics requirement of set changes in the sanctuary between 
services. It also changes the time for worship for the entire congregation. We 
might encounter a higher number of people who might resist such change. The 
Task Force rejected this option as impractical.

This leads us to the third option, and the Task Force’s recommendation, which is 
to move the traditional service to the 8:30 slot, followed by 2 contemporary 
services at 10:00am and 11:30am. 

On the downside it affects our traditional attendees.  The Task Force took some 
comfort from ODPC’s history of previously holding an early traditional service 
that was well attended in the early 2000’s time frame.  Average attendance at the 
early 8:00am traditional service in 2003 was 299 people. 

Those on the task Force who were ODPC members at that time remembered the 
resistance to moving the traditional service to the current 11:00AM time slot. 
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We have no hard data to support it, but it was felt by the Task Force that some 
people who left ODPC will come back if we return the traditional service to the 
early time slot.  The Task Force noted that some who regularly attend weekly 
ODPC Sunday School classes worship in the early morning at other area 
churches.

No matter how we do things, adding a 3rd service might cause some initial 
institutional and individual concern.  The Task Force recognizes that some 
people might not be happy with this ~ but it is our perspective that losses will be 
minimal.

The Task Force recognizes that Session has a fiduciary role. In looking at this 
from a financial perspective the Task Force were surprised to learn that giving to 
ODPC from members who attend the contemporary service has pulled slightly 
ahead of giving from members who attend the traditional service, albeit while 
per capita giving is lower.  

As ODPC adds more contemporary members via a 3rd service, the Task Force 
anticipates the 3rd service membership growth will mitigate possible negative 
financial effects that might occur as a result of moving the traditional service to 
the early time slot.  Doing this while ODPC has reserves to offset potential 
revenue issues suggests this is a good time to implement these recommendations.

STAGE 3 – SATELLITE CAMPUS / CHURCH PLANT

Beyond this, the Task Force believes that as the 3rd service fills, parking, 
seating, or logistics limitations associated with concurrent worship services may 
limit options for additional on-site services, as will substantial capital 
requirements associated with further growth at this location.  In simple terms – 
when we’re full – we’re full.

Could ODPC undertake a major capital campaign and build a bigger sanctuary, a 
parking garage, and so on?  Perhaps.  But we think it wise, and in keeping with 
ECO’s overarching approach to church growth – to then invest in an off-site 
satellite campus or a church plant.  ECO is all about “flourishing churches that 
make disciples of Jesus Christ."  

ECO’s model is to “multiply” flourishing churches through satellite campuses 
and church planting, which in turn grow and establish other churches, and thus 
spread the Gospel far faster and to a far greater number of people than if we 
invest substantial capital into the existing campus.

Prayerfully, the Task Force believes this is where God is leading us.  ODPC is 
one of the “flourishing” churches here in NMB, and we are thankful to be so 
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blessed.  Continuing the journey God set before us when we left the PCUSA and 
joined ECO, we now have the opportunity to continue to impact this community 
with the good news of Jesus Christ. We can do so by maximizing the use of the 
facilities and resources that God has blessed us with as we pursue the ODPC 
mission statement, the Great Commandment and the Great Commission.
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PROCESS RECOMMENDATIONS

As ODPC moves forward we pray God will keep our congregation united, much 
as we were strongly united in moving from PCUSA to ECO. To this end the Task 
Force also recommends a process to facilitate these changes, and a timeline.

Rather than simply jumping into this, the Task Force believes that if Session 
concurs with these recommendations, that Session should discuss these matters 
with key groups in the church prior to implementation of the recommendations, 
and take the time to listen to what people think and how they feel about such 
changes and solicit their help and support.  The Task Force also believes that 
Session should be seen by the congregation as taking a leadership role in moving 
the church forward.

MISSION FOCUS

The Task Force believes that keeping the congregation focused on the church’s 
mission is essential.  This is an essential part of keeping the congregation united.

The Task Force believes that if the congregation understands and agrees with the 
vision and mission of the church that we are called by God to reach out to the 
community with the Gospel of Jesus Christ, that we are to be a flourishing 
church, that they will be more accepting of such changes.  This approach 
provides a positive opportunity to reinforce the mission and purpose of the 
church with the entire congregation, and an opportunity for all to “buy-in” to the 
vision that moves us forward.

Thus if Session agrees that the Task Force’s unanimous recommendation is the 
best and only realistic option to move forward, then the next steps are to begin 
sharing the vision, misison and recommendation with specific groups. The Task 
Force believes it is essential for Session to take time to hear what people think 
and feel, and take the time to listen to feedback in seeking “buy-in.”

FOCUS GROUPS

We recommend Session pursue a process of sharing this information with the 
groups listed here, and perhaps others that we have not included.

• Choir
• Praise Team
• Staff
• Sunday School Teachers
• Influencers / Long Time Members
• Mission Groups
• Fellowship Groups
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The Task Force recommends a consistent set of talking points when engaging 
these various groups, and that a FAQ be available to ensure conversations are 
properly focused. See the Appendix to this report for examples of these.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Given the current 9:30 seating issues, the Task Force believes implementation 
should be accomplished in a timely manner as follows:

• June 19, 2018 – Task Force Recommendations to Session and 
preliminary approval by Session. This is immediately followed by 
Session members holding briefings with the groups listed above.

• Letter from Pastor to congregation.

• June 24 & July 8, 2018 – 4:00 PM afternoon town hall style 
communications with the congregation.

• July 17, 2018 – Session Final Approval

• September 9, 2018 – Implementation Start Date
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APPENDIX

US CENSUS DATA
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ODPC MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE DATA
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